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Print by Print: Series From Darer to Uchtenstein
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subject matter here is war, in all its gruesome reality. In one scene, stretcher bearers search for wounded. In another,

a battle rages. The juxtaposition of style and subject is both jarring and effective.

A number of the other series that depict war serve a quasi-journalistic function. Augustin Coppens and Richard van
Orley's "Views ofthe Ruins ofthe City of Brussels" were created in part to broadcast how devastated the city was by

the 1695 French bombardment. Crumbling walls loom over vast piles of rubble, through which tiny figures pick
their way. A modern example ofthis same reportorial function can be found in a haunting series of dry points by
Daniel Heyman, titled "The Amman Project." Heyman traveled toAmman, Jordan, to observe interviews between

American lawyers and former detainees from Abu Ghraib. He originally intended to simply create portraits but the
detainees' accounts of their ordeals affected him so greatly that he began including them in his pieces. To do so,

Heyman had to write backwards. The resulting child-like quality ofthe writing, which often runs over the clothing
of the subject, weaves between chair legs, and otherwise threatens to take over the page, adds to the poignancy ofthe
stories. (Occasionally, apparently distraught, the artist forgot to write backwards.) The portraits themselves are

imperfect, but beautifully so, like missives from prison themselves.

Print by Print inspires some yawns here and there, and the organizational strategy is not always effective. (It is,

however, forgivable: The show is the result of a collaboration between the museum and students from the Museums
and Society program at Johns Hopkins University, who selected the works and themes with the aid of a curator.) But
within each series is a story, one with more plot points-or at least clues-than a single work can possess. It is an

exhibition that beckons you to return.
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